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ABSTRACT
The Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD; http:
//www.yeastgenome.org) is an expertly curated
database of literature-derived functional information for the model organism budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae. SGD constantly strives to synergize new types of experimental data and bioinformatics predictions with existing data, and to organize
them into a comprehensive and up-to-date information resource. The primary mission of SGD is to facilitate research into the biology of yeast and to provide
this wealth of information to advance, in many ways,
research on other organisms, even those as evolutionarily distant as humans. To build such a bridge
between biological kingdoms, SGD is curating data
regarding yeast-human complementation, in which a
human gene can successfully replace the function of
a yeast gene, and/or vice versa. These data are manually curated from published literature, made available for download, and incorporated into a variety of
analysis tools provided by SGD.
INTRODUCTION
The Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD; http://www.
yeastgenome.org) is a freely available online resource that
serves the research community by curating knowledge
about genes and proteins of the model organism budding
yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Yeast had been an object
of studies in the fields of genetics, biochemistry and cell
biology for decades before it became the first eukaryote
with a completely sequenced genome (1). Availability of the
genome sequence, supported by all the previously collected
information and aided by the development of a powerful
arsenal of molecular biology techniques, has led to the accumulation of an enormous amount of knowledge, making
yeast, arguably, one of the most thoroughly characterized
model organisms. The constant development of new tech* To

niques that are validated and refined on yeast promises that
this status will continue into the future.
The mission of SGD is to collect gene- and proteinrelated information from all publicly available sources. Research articles in scientific journals, expertly curated by
SGD biocurators, remain the primary source of data.
Large-scale datasets are also collected both manually
and with automated scripts from publications, and also
from repositories such as the Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) and Sequence
Read Archive (SRA; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra).
The goal is to extract, validate, and organize the data coming from various sources into a uniform, comprehensive and
up-to-date compendium that researchers can rely on in their
work.
The wealth of information provided by SGD can also be
leveraged outside of the research into yeast biology. Understanding the functions of a yeast gene may shed light on
functions of an orthologous gene in another organism, even
one as evolutionary distant as humans. It is often assumed
that over the course of evolution, orthologous genes from
different organisms retain at least some of their characteristics. Even though this ‘ortholog-function conjecture’ has
many known exceptions, it remains a valuable and widely
used method for predicting gene functions based on sequence similarity (2). Yeast and humans are separated by a
billion years of evolution (3), yet there are thousands of recognizable orthologs between the two species (4). Moreover,
there are hundreds of genes from one species that can functionally replace (complement) their orthologs in the other
(5). Such functional complementation between genes from
evolutionarily distant species indicates a significant conservation of function, opening up endless research possibilities to explore. A researcher can, for example, try to identify yeast metabolic pathways, regulatory circuits, or protein
complexes the gene of interest is involved in, as well as mutant phenotypes and their potential disease links, and then
start looking for similar connections in humans. Moreover,
a human gene that functions in yeast cells gives access to
all the power of yeast genetics that can be readily utilized.
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Table 1. Number of unique complementation pairs and participating genes in SGD’s functional complementation dataset. The functional complementation dataset includes curation by both SGD and Princeton Protein Orthology Database (P-POD); contributions by each group are indicated in the
table
Total
Complementation pairs
Unique yeast genes
Unique human genes

Curated by SGD

1014
569
615

For example, by establishing functional assays, researchers
can experimentally dissect functional conservation to study
the impact of human disease-associated variants on protein
function (6).
In order to facilitate this research, SGD has been collecting yeast-human complementation data from the published
literature. We have also collaborated with the Princeton Protein Orthology Database (P-POD; http://ppod.princeton.
edu) to incorporate a set of data collected by their biocurators. The collective data are available for download from
SGD and are also accessible by multiple search and analysis
tools provided by SGD. This allows a researcher to not only
find a human gene that functionally complements a yeast
gene (or vice versa), but also to retrieve everything that is
known about it.
YEAST-HUMAN FUNCTIONAL COMPLEMENTATION
DATA IN SGD
A multifaceted strategy was used by SGD to identify experimentally determined functional complementation data in
the yeast scientific literature. Publications were identified by
searching PubMed with keywords (‘human’, ‘complement’,
and ‘baker’s yeast’), searching SGD’s instance of Textpresso (https://textpresso.yeastgenome.org; 7) using keywords (‘human’ and ‘complement’), searching the database
of human genes and genetic disorders, Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man (OMIM; https://www.omim.org; 8),
with keywords (‘yeast’ and ‘human’ and ‘complement’). The
data collected at SGD was also mined by reviewing papers
previously assigned by SGD to specific literature guide topics such as ‘cross-species expression’ and ‘disease gene related.’ A list was also generated based on information included in summary paragraphs and gene descriptions contained within SGD, in addition to papers internally tagged
as containing information on ‘Homology/Disease’. Another strategy involved generating a list of yeast genes with
human homologs contained within OMIM, followed by extracting of the associated publications. Curators reviewed
the associated scientific literature obtained using these
strategies and extracted the yeast gene name, the HUGO
Gene Nomenclature Committee approved symbol and ID
for the human gene (HGNC; http://www.genenames.org),
the direction of complementation, the PubMed identifier,
and, when appropriate, notes describing details associated
with the experimental setup.
In an independent approach, biocurators at the
Princeton Protein Orthology Database (P-POD;
http://ppod.princeton.edu;
9)
manually
curated
experimentally-determined functional complementation
data from the yeast literature for Ortholog Groups of Protein Sequences (OrthoMCL; http://orthomcl.org/orthomcl;

Curated by P-POD

674
416
450

340
229
236

Overlapping curation removed
(645 total – 76 overlap)
(686 total – 71 overlap)

10), and predicted yeast-human ortholog pairs using
the literature guide topics ‘cross-species expression’ and
‘disease-gene related,’ that were assigned at SGD to categorize the yeast literature. After removing redundant
annotations curated by both groups, a total of 1014
experimentally-determined functional complementation
pairs were identified by either SGD (674) or by P-POD
(340). This set represents 569 unique yeast genes that when
mutated can be partially or fully complemented by 615
unique human genes. Also included are a small number of
cases in which a yeast gene can complement a defect in a
human cell line or in an RNAi ablation experiment (Table
1).
FUNCTIONAL
TRIEVAL

COMPLEMENTATION

DATA

RE-

There are currently two places that this cross-species
complementation data can be retrieved: the SGD
Downloads site and the YeastMine data warehouse.
A file named functional complementation.tab, located in the Curated Data folder of the download site
(https://downloads.yeastgenome.org/curation/literature),
contains the experimentally-determined yeast-human functional complementation pairs described above. Each row
in this file contains: the systematic and standard name of
the yeast gene, the HGNC-approved human gene symbol
and database identifier, the direction of complementation,
the PubMed identifier for the reference from which the
relationship was curated, the curation source (SGD or PPOD), and an optional free text note to describe additional
details (Supplemental Table S1).
Complementation data can also be retrieved using YeastMine, SGD’s data search and retrieval tool
(Figure 1; https://yeastmine.yeastgenome.org). Two precomposed queries, also known as templates, can be
used to identify complementation data for specific yeast
or human genes, or for a list of genes. Using the template ‘Gene → Functional Complementation’ (Figure 2;
https://yeastmine.yeastgenome.org/yeastmine/template.
do?name=Gene Complements&scope=global), a yeast
gene, or list of genes, can be entered to retrieve information on human genes that can complement yeast
mutants, or yeast genes that can complement mutations
in human genes expressed in cell lines. This template
returns the same information as the downloadable file
described above, as well as additional identifiers for
the human genes in other databases such as NCBI
Gene (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene) and Ensembl
(http://www.ensembl.org). For a complete list of complementation results, a pre-composed list of all yeast open
reading frames (ORFs) is available for use.
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Figure 1. The top portion of the YeastMine homepage (https://yeastmine.yeastgenome.org/). The Homology tab is selected and the Gene → Functional
Complementation template query is indicated by the pink rectangle. Selecting this query brings up the Gene → Functional Complementation query page
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. A portion of the Gene → Functional Complementation query page in YeastMine. Entering a yeast gene or a list of yeast genes retrieves human
genes that show functional complementation. Currently, only data for yeast and human genes are available.
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Using
the
‘Human
Gene
→
Functional
Complementation’
template
(https://yeastmine.
yeastgenome.org/yeastmine/template.do?name=
HumaGene YeastGene Complement&scope=global),
a human gene, or list of genes, can be entered to retrieve
information on yeast genes that can be complemented by
the human gene and vice versa.

USING SGD TOOLS TO UNDERSTAND HUMAN
GENES
The list of yeast genes that are functionally complemented
by human genes by itself provides insights into conservation
of biological processes across taxonomic kingdoms. This
set of genes is enriched in genes involved in key cellular
processes, such as nucleic acid and protein metabolism, including transcription, translation, and protein processing,
as well as fundamental processes of energy generation and
biosynthesis (Table 2). These processes are compromised
in multiple genetic deficiencies in humans, thus this evolutionary conservation makes budding yeast an indispensable
model for the study of genetic diseases (Figure 3;11,12).
Having identified a yeast gene capable of cross-species
functional complementation with a human gene, the researcher would want to gather all available information
about it, including its function, subcellular localization in
organelles, membership in protein complexes, participation
in metabolic or regulatory pathways and modes of regulation. Mutant phenotype data collected in SGD may provide
a goldmine of information about the protein’s role within
the cell, as well as about its structure, domains, and active
sites.
SGD provides tools to find all these types of data and
more. Searching for a yeast gene name leads to the Locus
Summary page (LSP), which shows an overview of available
information. The LSP is divided into sections that outline
specific aspects: genomic context, protein statistics, functional information captured as Gene Ontology (GO) annotations and mutant phenotypes. A new feature recently
implemented on the LSPs is expertly composed free-text
summaries for the Gene Ontology and Phenotype sections,
which are intended to outline the most salient points. Each
section provides links to more data made available on additional SGD webpages, also accessible via tabs that run
across the top of the LSP. For example, the regulation pages
contains transcription and protein regulatory information,
including any predicted DNA binding site motifs as listed
in YeTFaSCo (13), targets, regulators, and conditions under which the regulatory relationship is observed, all based
on experimental evidence. For genes with regulatory targets, shared biological processes for these targets are listed.
Other pages include those for expression, which present detailed information about the expression of a particular gene
product, along with references for each observation. An expression overview includes a histogram, which graphically
represents the distribution of conditions in which the gene’s
expression is up- or down-regulated. Interactions pages list
curated genetic and physical interactions for a particular
gene product, along with references, imported on a regular
basis from BioGRID (14).

The search box present near the top of most pages in
SGD has much more robust capabilities than searching for
individual genes. SGD has recently implemented a faceted
search, which uses categories to facilitate exploration and
filtering through many different data types (Figure 4). For
example, searching for ‘mitotic cell cycle’ produces thousands of results that are sorted into meaningful categories
(facets) such as genes, biological processes, cellular components, phenotypes, chemicals and references, making it easy
to select a desired subset.
SGD’s YeastMine allows exploring a gene, or multiple
genes, across multiple types of data. For example, given a
list of human genes that are involved in cancer, a researcher
could leverage the data in YeastMine to identify new potential chemotherapy targets. Recently, synthetic lethal interactions between BRCA1/2 and PARP have been exploited
to kill cancer cells while leaving normal cells unaffected
(15). First, using the YeastMine query: Human Gene →
Yeast Homolog(s) → OMIM Disease Phenotype with the
list of human genes, a list of the homologous yeast genes
would be made. Then, with this second list of yeast genes,
one would identify potential synthetic lethal interactions
with other yeast genes using the YeastMine query: Gene
→ Interaction, and filtering for only ‘Synthetic Lethal’
interactions. If interested, any function or process annotations or pathways associated with the genes in one or
both of these lists can also be explored with the Gene →
GO Term and Gene→Pathway queries. Finally, the human homologs to the yeast genes that synthetically interact with the starting list of genes can be identified using
the Yeast gene > OMIM human homolog(s) > OMIM
Disease Phenotype(s) query. We have a detailed scenario
using YeastMine as well as other tutorial videos under
‘Playlists’ on our YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.
com/SaccharomycesGenomeDatabase).
At the end of data mining in SGD, any potentially interesting findings among yeast genes can be ‘translated’ back
to human genes using YeastMine queries such as: Yeast
gene > OMIM human homolog(s) > OMIM Disease Phenotype(s). Given a yeast gene or list of yeast genes, this
query retrieves all human homologs and any associated
OMIM disease phenotype. A query for the converse is also
available: OMIM Disease Phenotype > human gene(s) >
yeast homolog(s). This query, given a specific OMIM phenotype as input, will return all associated human genes,
along with their yeast homologs.
SGD AND THE ALLIANCE OF GENOME RESOURCES
SGD, along with the five other major model organism database (MOD) groups (Mouse Genome
Database (MGD; http://www.informatics.jax.org), Rat
Genome Database (RGD; http://rgd.mcw.edu), Zebrafish Information Network (ZFIN; http://zfin.org),
WormBase
(http://wormbase.org),
and
FlyBase
(http://flybase.org)) and the Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium (http://www.geneontology.org), recently founded
the Alliance of Genome Resources, a new data resource
that aims to integrate, develop and maintain genome
information resources in order to facilitate the use of a
variety of model organisms to understand the genetic
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Figure 3. Sample of disease-relevant, functionally complemented yeast genes from the top 3 enriched GO terms in Table 2. Mutations in each of the
yeast genes shown are either fully or partially complemented by their respective human homolog, indicated on the right. Diseases associations for the
complementing human genes were taken from the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM; https://www.omim.org/; 8), a catalog of human genes
and genetic disorders.
Table 2. Gene Ontology term enrichment for SGD’s functional complementation dataset. SGD’s GO Slim Mapper tool (https://www.yeastgenome.org/cgibin/GO/goSlimMapper.pl) was used to analyze the yeast genes in the functional complementation dataset. The Frequency column shows what percentage
of genes in the dataset is annotated to a given GO term, in comparison to the percentage of genes annotated to that term in the entire genome (Genome
Frequency column). Only those GO terms that have two-fold or higher enrichment are shown
Gene Ontology Term
lipid metabolic process
cofactor metabolic process
proteolysis involved in cellular protein catabolic process
nucleobase-containing small molecule metabolic process
generation of precursor metabolites and energy
RNA splicing
RNA catabolic process
tRNA processing
cellular ion homeostasis
cellular respiration
DNA-templated transcription, initiation
translational initiation
tRNA aminoacylation for protein translation
protein glycosylation
transcription from RNA polymerase III promoter
protein lipidation
ribosome assembly
ribosomal subunit export from nucleus
protein maturation
snoRNA processing

bases of human biology and disease. The establishment of
the Alliance builds upon and expands the collaborations
that have existed between the MODs and GO over the
last two decades seeking to enhance data consolidation,
dissemination, and the application of shared standards.
These groups are merging in order to build unified data
visualizations, and coordinate data retrieval and analysis,
all in an effort to support comparative model organism
genomics. This effort is aimed at serving human geneticists,
basic science researchers, computational biologists, educators, and students. The first open-to-the-public release
of the Alliance public web portal in October 2017 enables
users to quickly retrieve functional details, orthology
information, and disease associations for genes in human,
mouse, rat, zebrafish, worm, fly, and yeast, all framed
in a comparative perspective. As the integration of the

Frequency

Genome Frequency

13.4%
9.0%
7.0%
6.9%
5.8%
4.7%
4.4%
4.4%
4.0%
3.2%
3.0%
2.8%
2.6%
2.3%
2.3%
2.1%
2.1%
1.9%
1.9%
1.6%

4.6%
2.8%
3.4%
3.1%
2.4%
2.2%
2.1%
1.7%
2.0%
1.3%
1.1%
0.9%
0.6%
1.0%
0.6%
0.7%
0.9%
0.7%
0.8%
0.7%

MODs and GO moves forward, other model organism
resources and bioinformatic tools will be integrated within
this unique, powerful common data platform, further
facilitating data analysis and discovery.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The model organism budding yeast is a well-established
model for studying human biology (16–19). Moving forward, SGD will continue to incorporate newly published
yeast-human functional complementation. We also plan to
gather more information on the expression of human proteins in yeast (20,21). We are already capturing allele and
phenotype information from ‘humanized yeast’ genes and
proteins, in which sequence changes corresponding to human variants are introduced into yeast mutants for the hu-
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Figure 4. Example search results for ‘mitotic cell cycle’ at SGD (https://yeastgenome.org/). Only the first two results are shown. Multiple categories, or
‘facets’, are displayed on the left side of the page to enable filtering and refining of search results. Additional facets are available within each category and
appear once a category is selected.

man orthologs (22,23), and will expand upon this curation.
All these data types will be incorporated into SGD webpages and tools in an effort to support the scientific community as they continue to tease apart the complexities of
human biology and health.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR online.
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